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kristin berger
Sonder, in Reverse
The other world is also this one.
		
Tomas Tranströmer

In the dream of the train, we sit with our backs to the engine
pulling us away from the gate, curbs, our city’s bridges.
We eavesdrop on reckless conversations between river and bank,
our hands together as we head deeper into the unlit pocket—
he lets go to point out eagles high in cottonwoods
before a basalt tunnel overtakes us—silence rides the rails
like a ridge of breath, or a kiss filling each other’s mouths.
I hold his face away from the light.
A bay full of geese emerges like a canvas of dark stars.
Someone waves from a brush pile, burning
last winter’s evidence, those rookeries of words
at home in the greening margins. The world pauses
to let us pass through. Doors slide apart
and we step onto the bright platform of our brief universe...
And isn’t that how most dreams are constructed?
Feathers, smoke, salt and palm—
the past we rush towards, the silt-loaded river,
the swing-bridge waiting for us in the dark.

Scorpion Weed
An antiquated hum is rising, phacelia
pushing up into the bellies of bees,
full-throttle dance, the sun all at once—
there is no single bloom to rasp your tongue against,
sink into. You could be the honey, the final idling,
after combing your feral legs & parchment wings
through each lavender curl swallowing
each soft body into its hull.
You could hide for days, no trace,
like a deer slipping into its night bed...
Or like a Queen chambered against light & dark,
believing the field is hers—
everywhere the thrum from each unfurled stem
bristling like a universe of wildfires.

Kristin Berger is the author of a poetry
chapbook For the Willing (Finishing
Line Press, 2008), and former editor
at VoiceCatcher. Recent work has appeared
in Camas, Cirque, North Dakota Quarterly,
Terrain.org, and Windfall and is forthcoming
from Poecology and Written River. Kristin lives
in Portland, Oregon with her husband, son
and daughter, and hosts a poetry reading
series at the local farmers market.

john walker

John Walker has been working as a professional artist for over thirty years. After graduating from
The American Academy of Art he began a career in illustration, creating a wide array of artwork
for clients nationwide, including McDonalds, Random House and National Geographic. Acrylics
became his media of choice during this time and he has become fluent in their application. Over
the past few years he has shifted his focus to painting and exhibiting personal works which have
been awarded honors in numerous shows, both local and national. He was named a finalist in Artist
Magazine’s annual competition in 2012, and has taken Best of Show honors in both the 2012 and
2013 AFA shows with his paintings, The Rabbit Fur Cap, and The Fisherman’s Wife. The Fisherman’s
Wife, was also named Best of Show in the Richeson 75 International Portrait and Figure competition
2013. His painting, “Ginni Moon Prepares for Takeoff”, was recognized with the National Society
of Painters in Casein and Acrylic Award, at the society’s 59th annual exhibition in NY in 2013, and
he was a juried participant in 2014 with the painting, “So Alice Went Through the Looking-Glass
Again.” “VooDoo Steps Out”, was selected for inclusion in North Light Books compendium, AcrylicWorks: The Best of Acrylic Painting, and “Winter Contemplation” was juried into the second edition,
AcrylicWorks 2: Radical Breakthroughs.
In addition to his studio work, he teaches his acrylic painting techniques through classes, demonstrations and workshops.
John is a member of The National Society of Casein and Acrylic Painters and The Portrait Society of
America, along with several local area art associations.
Portrait of poet
Edward Nudelman
by John Walker
2014
Acrylic on board
16 x 12 inches

jung hae chae

Arirang Redux
Man’s heart is like water streaming downhill; Woman’s heart is
well water—deep and still.

Xin Con*
Loi, post-war Vietnam

Past the burnt rice fields
Past the blurring haystacks and wet tents and frogs leaping from
palms
Past strangers, some moons
Past the marriageable age of 20
Past the neighbors’ leers
Past lonesome
She says
to a man Give me a child
to a nameless man
Give me a child
Give me a child
She says
If, over this destiny
of a solitary life
I choose a thorn
to remind me of a motherhood I choose mother-hood
I say
These are my hands, these are my hands

*Julie Cohn, “A Tiny Village Where Women Chose to Be Single Mothers,” New York Times,
February 14, 2013

Jung Hae Chae’s poetry and nonfiction work has
appeared in the CALYX Journal, Crab Orchard Review,
Third Coast, and elsewhere. She holds an MFA in Poetry
from Southern Illinois University, and lives in northern
New Jersey with her daughter.

–Arirang (ancient Korean folk song)

Morning after
the storm took the tiny shanty villages
up inside the tall mountain behind our house—
my grandmother took me into it,
gripping my small hands, whipping
them gently as we walked, as if to guide a horse.
We made our way through the broken birches,
the light of the sky and the trees, bronze
like statues, gutted, a halo bowing toward us.
I wanted to feed and graze on the silence
of the deep mountain
made intoxicating by devastation, everything
unclothed, bent over, laid down to sleep.
We leaned our bodies in
and up into the slope of the mountain, inside us
full of beauty we kept to ourselves, high
from the air inamorata, the musk of wet trees
thrusting heavy into our chests
like sad ghosts that had chased us from another
life, our feet balancing uneasy on rockbeds opening to creek-beds, a little
blood trickling down along the heels of my feet, until
at last, we came
to the monastery where my grandmother
went to pray every Sunday.
There is only the question
of Love, the lonely boy-old-man lodged fast
inside the girl who dreams of falling into a dirty hole
each night, inside the grandmother whose occupation
has become hunger, her sitbones riding astride into the night;
she waits for her sons and lovers to come home.
There is only the dream of the she-child, and outside
the window, the snow falling on sunken rooftops.

sumita chakraborty
The sly animals see at once how
little at home we are
in the interpreted world
These monsters have not one unfractured surface.
These monsters are deep red, or gold, or bluer than grief,
than cathedral windows. These monsters sound like hurricanes.
Years ago I went on a tour of the galaxies.
A voice without a body told me what I needed
to know about orbits and velocities, impacts and deaths.
I imagined that when a star died, it screamed.
I imagined that on earth every long-horned bull,
mid-graze, mid-screw, also at the same time screamed
until each of the world’s beasts were at once crying
and driven deaf. I imagined around the atmosphere of Jupiter
had grown a spiderweb of lights showing to each monster
the way home. When the earth was very young,
said the voice into my ear, it had been collided-with, just like you.

For beauty is nothing but the
beginning of terror
The eye of Jupiter is shrinking.
A permanent spot,
wrote Cassini’s instrument-maker,
whispering to himself
the Babylonian name, Marduk,
as Galileo before
had chanted of Io, Europea, Ganymede, Callisto.
The Pioneers followed,
spacecrafts named for dreams of pride.
Voyager. Ulysses. Galileo and Cassini
brought back to life, machinic.
Once this eye was the color of blood.
Once it was a storm, a great, thieving storm,
an enchanting storm,

Sumita Chakraborty is assistant poetry editor of AGNI Magazine and a doctoral student at Emory
University. Recent work has appeared or is forthcoming in Anti-, PANK, and Boston Review.

large, and so hungry, condemned.

lauren gordon
Police Search Landfill
Here sleeping blood, handprints under eye sockets
flourish like fireworks; a small life combusting about the brain, here
an open spider sac, burst of limbs, tangle. Undisturbed
is the foot path, the tire track, the crow bar, the woolen snow.

I’ll Tell You How the Sun Sets

Here our submission, lone ventricle a relentless piston, firing
under the cloche, the palm, the gravity.

The elm’s barren branch
antlers sky, snags,
though deep in the sheets
I’m in sap, in pine.

Here beacon of hurting, gaslight a basement of bruises,
the panic of a pressing body: cog of fear, catching.
Here the ash of every woman, fluttering the black
bag. The landscape is an ocean, is a seagull overhead:
white screeching maw of hunger.

after Eleni Sikelianos

Then, a live transmission
of my ashes, broadcast
into space where there are no warm beds,
and from this angle I can see
the girl I left
is now a woman
with her own bodyclock ringing,
and this wakes me up,
this rigor of being,
this settling.

Lauren Gordon is the Pushcart Prize nominated author of
Meaningful Fingers (Finishing Line Press, 2014) and the
forthcoming Keen (Horse Less Press) and Generalizations
About Spines (Yellow Flag Press). Her work has appeared
recently with Sugar House Review, burntdistrict, [PANK],
Rain Taxi, Smoking Glue Gun, Menacing Hedge and has
been anthologized in Knocking at the Door (Birch Bench
Press, 2011) and Poetry Crush (Poetry Crush, 2014). She
is a Contributing Editor to Radius Lit, and lives and teaches
outside of Milwaukee.

anna claire hodge
A Midwesterner waits for the Hurricane
I-75 NORTH, EN ROUTE TO TALLAHASSEE
A cold bed sprawls like the interstate,
dotted with billboards that beg me
to keep a baby that’s been gone
for years now. Familiar with such little
failures, I fumble for quarters at each
toll booth, for the road
I’m drawn to so often here, town
of shoving hands, boxed-out place.

But what do I know of comfort,
or how to gift it to a wide-eyed girl.
Not these slow colors looming in the ocean
that later we recall like old lovers, reverent
when we mouth Andrew, Hugo.
If she is a small hill
before a computer, tracing the red curves
of a weather map: swaths of threat or possibility,
then I want to explain categories, currents,
how paths veer. Or how,
years ago in the Gulf I spent a weekend
plucking hymnals from mud,

Cities north and south urge me toward
them with a gruff whisper, like a man

sent into the morning
to do what we could: pull nails from the walls

who will thank me for visiting, say
sleep as long as you want.

of a roofless church. We masked our mouths from
a mold that snaked the walls of a home turned

The rest stop has racks
of theme park brochures, rows of
alphabetized magnets shaped
like dolphins, space shuttles. I leave
with nothing. Too exhausted to search
the names for my own.

to piles: children’s books, quilts,
the brown water line a new
wainscoting. We swept remnants
of depression glass plates, faint pink like
the gray bagged shrimp spilled from a month-warm
refrigerator lugged to the street.
Not prepared for that wave of rot, we retched
onto the lawn, when we wanted to be heroes.
The television blares its directives,
and I let it repeat to my frightened friend
the drone of musts that I know by rote:
tape the windows, fill the bathtub, give the wind

Anna Claire Hodge is a PhD student at Florida State University and a recipient of a
Tennessee Williams Scholarship to the Sewannee Writers’ Conference. Her work has
appeared or is forthcoming in Willow Springs, Hayden’s Ferry Review, The Journal,
The Collagist, Four Way Review, and others. Her poems have been anthologized in
It Was Written: Poems Inspired by Hip-Hop, Myrrh, Mothwing, Smoke: Erotic Poems,
and Best New Poets 2013.

a name.

amorak huey

Rescue
I should think of it as extraordinary,
this memory of a golden eagle in a cardboard box
in the back room of our house –
its presence a gift,
its wing splintered then splinted.
Sometimes flight is a choice,
there are many ways to heal.
I should go back. As a kind of dawn
filtered over my parents’ divorce
my father sidestepped into a new life
and my mother followed her own rope
to find work rehabilitating
injured birds of prey.
There are many ways
to pronounce beautiful,
many ways to measure time:
some bones light enough
to be swept away in the wind,
some mornings we woke
in my father’s twilit trailer, bored
enough to assassinate beer cans
with fire crackers: make-believe damage.
Every meal needed more salt. At home
Amorak Huey, a former newspaper editor and reporter, teaches writing at
Grand Valley State University in Michigan. His poems appear in anthologies
including The Best American Poetry 2012, Poet’s Market 2014, The Poetry of
Sex, and in journals such as The Cincinnati Review, Poet Lore, The Collagist,
Menacing Hedge, and elsewhere. Follow him on Twitter: @amorak.

did not always mean at home.
My mother’s freezer filled with rat corpses –
sustenance for owls.
The kitchen’s yellow tile floor cracked.
Bones mend, though sometimes crooked.
Blood scabs, falls away.
There are many ways this can end.
I should think of all this as extraordinary
but we are not taught to envy the small familiarities
of our own lives. Memory bleeds
into the healing body, past tense
dissolves. What we work toward
is release. A letting go
that begins with a drive to a winter-brown field
we’ve never seen, will never see again,
our hands in thick gloves. The nearby rivers,
the reaching pines, the open lid of a box.
The wavelike cadence
of a bird transcribing its freedom
in slowly widening circles:
the looping back,
the looping back.
So many paths, so much to leave behind.

sarah mangold
The Circle Of Love
That Is The Literary
of Cages &
Bottles &
pieces of furniture
the order of attachment
of like bonds is immaterial
A relative in having a definite number
of loose ends
Lover &
Benefactor of something or other
/wall/ /mist/ /wave/

Nature Cannot Remain Itself
The strangers who disturb us with their proximity
Frontiers of progress

track forever to lateness

Collapse time itself

disappear the workers who

operate it

To remember a notion of pastness

How things looked

and perhaps how they moved

Projected as though seen
from no vantage at all
Antique forms of desire
lit up
/clouds/ /foliage/ /draperies/
Phantom cape
parade it as nature Heels &
Lashes
/Footstep/ /Skyline/ /Reflection/

The Gendering Of A Leg Might Apply
The gendering of a leg might apply
to the whole body Fresh self its

Falling hair
tiny iron rim
the raised arms are victims

appropriate text Nature requires

Refuge most fakeable
of signifieds Visual &
Aural parenthesis
microphone a boy obey

Confusion of hands Switching allegiance

conscious regulation Hysterical organ

Attending to thresholds unending introductions

A Body Conceived Ceases To Be Simple
Aside from every courtesy

only romance stops us

unrolling fronds of cinnamon fern
heart wanders
skin stuck fast

Watches to hear

foam whisper

Anthologized and plagiarized

discrete propositions
naturalizes

His hard-worn

in which the naturalist

to bring language to the observing gaze

Sarah Mangold lives near Seattle and is the recipient of a
National Endowment for the Arts 2013 Poetry Fellowship. She
is the author of Household Mechanics (New Issues, 2002),
selected by C. D. Wright for the New Issues Poetry prize,
and the forthcoming Boxer Rebellion (Kore, 2015). Recent
chapbooks include The Goddess Can Be Recognized By
Her Step (Dusie Kollektiv), Cupcake Royale (above/ground)
and An Antenna Called The Body (LRL Textile editions). From
2002-2009 she edited Bird Dog, a print journal of innovative
writing and art. www.sarahmangold.com
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Debra Livingston is an
educator at the University
of the Sunshine Coast,
Queensland, Australia, and
works predominately with
mixed mediums, but mainly in
photo-media. Debra began her
arts career drawing, moving
to paint as well as being savvy
with digital mediums, has solo
and collaborative art exhibitions
and awards including being
represented in many collections.

Portrait of poet
Peggy Love
by Debra Livingston
2014
Digital & Acrylic Painting

c. russell price
Do You Know Where the Wild Things Go?
They come along to take your honey,
your picnics, lipstick stained phone calls,
your spotted starling.
The cure for my outfit is my next project:
“The Girls Who Almost Ran Me,” the horizon of wine
that barely fits into my bedroom.
All I want is the absolute worst love:
she likes to use this—she likes to leave you,
O! God bless Dixie, she hates me.
I have mowed the front yard,
so you can turn off your knees
to openfacemakeout with me.
Enabling’s an art you learned
the night we lived under the streets,
a few Mondays in March bound by bright language.
Under your seat, I took
what was never there. The likelihood of an emergency
landing is location, location, location.

Thomas James in The House
of The Rising Sun
You should have settled for a juniper jar
in a vein of the hill where harebells broke & faded.
I must have been unwieldy as a python bobbing
on a surface of white flowers—you pulled away
from me & went on
as bullfrogs tuned their bassoons for autumn.
Before I brought you to this strange autopsy,
we lived, alone, in a town where everyone died of hunger.
Eating the heart out of this room,
I ride your sea-garden of lost letters.
Tonight, I go out searching for you everywhere
as the passionflowers whisper of you over & over.

End with a Command
Your roommate isn’t missing-missing
but she’s not here and your mama,
she won’t mind you calling me
your mess, your little Mesopotamia,
faggot—fiddlesticks—God
of malarkey and gadzooks—your stainless
Kettle One.
Before you, I knew why I carried
a knife and how a body might look
hanging from a purple willow branch.
We can be as graceful as an interstate
pile-up. We can eat BBQ
in bed. We can leave
sauce-stained duvets. Little
known fact, for a healthy turnout
just give me your pre-humanoid
poetry, your primitive gasping lips.
At night, the sleep talking has the floor,
I tell you how to wildcraft, how to forage.
Take my fingers grasping a phantom daisychain.

C. Russell Price holds a BA from the University of Virginia and an MFA from Northwestern University. Price
currently serves as the Senior Poetry Editor of TriQuarterly and Editor of StoryClub Magazine. Their work
can be found in Assaracus, North Chicago Review, Weave, and elsewhere. Price paints and plays piano in
Northside dive bars.
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yuki toy

Yuki Toy lives in Los Angeles. She uses colored pencils on paper and raw canvas to
create washed-out-like vintage style portraits and figures. Her work often depicts bearded men and nude women, posing in a muted desert land of baby chicken and light
orbs. As an author, her stories include Neo counter culture and art scenes in Los Angeles. The articles have been featured in Japala Magazine and various publications.

Portrait of poet
Charles Jensen
by Yuki Toy
2014
Pencil on paper
18” x 24”

gale marie thompson
from Helen or My Hunger
“Helen—Helen—Helen—
there was always another and another and another”
—H.D., Helen in Egypt

Think of this, Helen, as the echoes
pit: a thrust against something
you don’t know, a new knot of my love
after so many years. A drenched satellite,
our eyes and hands turned boundaries,
how even now I still name it calling out.
The public orange of writing, mistakenly too.
The song is long over now, and yet
here we are appending room after room to live in.
Our hands are stained in India ink
when we wake, having grown so old now,
insatiable, afforded. Oh Helen, this is only
my letter precision, how I tell myself apart
by my width, my hollow clay brim, a blind
ambition spilling over. Sleeping through you
my time grows skin cold, still a gaping openness.
I keep wanting to say I must take you along,
I must, and here is my satisfaction, my
coming forward. A myrtle thumbing
its way into the house.
Does not refocus, reappear.
A vector in excess.
*
And how to get at the excess
how to even call it excess
when a pattern is only something to be stretched
and made acquirable
something furnished in the half-brim
for you/us a thick galaxy, half-spilling over		
a melting pop record not in entropy		
forgetting of

that wavering fear of witness
you witness you
wear a mask and really it is you
and beauty both watching
brackish
*
I’m thinking of nonsense now, Helen. June a gash
of poplar, and the silver light on my chest
at four in the morning. Rereading a big astronomy book
on the counter at the hotel restaurant where I work.
Married with Children on the television above the bar.
Perhaps I should like to have more than one body,
this one too dismantled. Too carnivorous.
Mistaking morning for salvage.
*
I am preoccupied, Helen. I’ll say
I’ve been wavering, but not with
the beginnings of fear. I cannot comfort
these boundaries of noise outside,
of any healing mission of unfolding.
Bodies not in the mechanism. I fail.
Come with me. I fail. In this dream touch,
wandering contained.
Still, the work goes on: under canopies,
the slow, heaving rotation of the Earth.
What else is this but an edging solid of roles,
postures, a weaving on top and beside
like door panels. I braid into others’ layers.
My hands fill others’ pockets. I think
of their vectors, crossing wire tendrils of me
(bruise on my arm, belly full
of boullion and of kale) with other,
ever-weightier compartments.
We’ve been told that we can hold and call
things trauma. But it’s more of an enveloping.
I scratch my eye.
I give up seeing by falling asleep.

Gale Marie Thompson is the
author of Soldier On (Tupelo
Press, 2014) and the chapbooks
If You’re a Bear I’m a Bear
(H_NGM_N) and Expeditions
to the Polar Seas (Sixth Finch).
Her work can be seen in places
like Guernica, Columbia Poetry
Review, Sixth Finch, They Will
Sew the Blue Sail, Volt, and
Better. She is the editor of Jellyfish
Magazine and lives, writes, and
teaches in Athens, GA.

khaty xiong
from Deer Hour
[In the winter]
In the winter
you begin to understand
these places are not for you
your own body to help you
to collapse inside quietly—
we don’t know anything.

from Deer Hour
[An overlord rises from the harbor]
An overlord rises from the harbor
this morning

Alone is each making—
of years naming remains

medicine so thick I lean
into the ground / in order

this fragment replicates
the weight of body parts
with each to show us
we are
to fall now

to howl through the colony

to keep this going—
From the looking images
a bog is a terrifying place to be a fly—
you tell me what that means

& how do you receive
my calls—
my thumb alone controlled
by nine separate muscles
the larynx by animal will

[TO NAVIGATE your applause by way of sound]
for Rachel F.

TO NAVIGATE your applause by way of sound
a dull flesh morning projected by [the machine]
a physical darkness for terror, of cellular level to which image is all tubular, tunnel
for the believer again
in a room set to flame
a dream for hands, words I hold
the rules to convey the air
uses me or YOU through wires made to frame you
this brain in the end was NOT for you

from Deer Hour
[More formally—]
More formally—
you watch for wolves in the dark
bones you claim impossibly full—
From the dead comes the order—
a different taste for blood

AT THE LIGHT the human will hand over his body or HERS, open valve
wretched beliefs for
the same believer who never sees
a contraption in the formal shape that feeds us, knows
the monsters we seed in this space of walls, of sight, of math in your fall from
a tall window
the gauge for linguistic torture
stacks of names you leave for the dream, how I face the MARGINS left
in the machine
measures in the plane
gestures where your back looks the same, I
in the MADE silhouette of lady my spine her sight conveyed to defend [a set of words]
these I halve for love my dream the red muscle meat of body body body
an unmade home
for the monster who sings I AM UNGIFTED for a thousand years
the world obeying this PAGE
in all shapes in the phrase that gives seed

—there’s a place of becoming
other than whole body, an ear—

Migrating across the wetlands
Red-winged Blackbirds
your pines praying loudly, crouched
on a grave, most wild—

neration
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